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ABSTRACT: This article presents the opportunities for constructing a global data base picturing underlying trends that drive global 
climate change. Energy-related CO2 emissions currently represent the key impact on climate change and thus become here the object 
of deep, long-term and historiographic analysis. In order to embrace all involved domains of technology, energy economy, fuel shares, 
economic efficacity, economic structure and population, a “Global Change Data Base” (GCDB) is suggested, based on earlier 
worldwide accepted data repositories. Such a GCDB works through regressions and statistical analysis of time series of data (on 
extensive magnitudes such as energy demand, population or Gross Domestic Product, GDP) as well as generation of derived data such 
as quotients of the former, yielding intensive magnitudes that describe systems and their structural properties. Moreover, the GCDB 
sets out to compute the first and second time derivatives of said magnitudes (and their percentual shares) which indicate new long-term 
developments already at very early phases. The invitation to participate in this foresight endeavour is extended to all readers. First 
preliminary GCDB results quantitatively portray the evolutionary structural global dynamics of economic growth, sectoral economic 
shifts, the shifts within energy carriers in various economic sectors, the ongoing improvements of energy intensity and energy efficiency 
in many economic sectors, and the structural changes within agricultural production and consumption systems. 
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1. Introduction: The “Global Change Data Base” (GCDB) as a Concept 

Global climate change as a theme exerts certainly vast pressure on public opinion and calls for decisive solutions 
(not only during the presently ongoing COP 28 in Dubai: [1]), including the strife for an efficient global energy system 
co-determined by diverging ethical values [2,3], based on the concept of evolutionary transition [2] (p. 2), [4–10] and 
supported by modelling. 

1.1. The Objective of the GCDB 

The objective of this article and the described planned research work is that long-term (energy) economic 
developments need to be identified, visualised and analyzed by accepted databases and reorganised in a way allowing 
to draw conclusions on real-world megatrends that influence policy decisions and should inform policy making. Thus, 
the author thinks that an extensive global interdisciplinary database is highly needed.  

As a result of presently ongoing research work, preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the GCDB and its 
analytical tool for the creation of (global to national) emission scenarios and with regard to the choice of (global to national) 
climate protection measures. 

The GCDB wants to complement classical energy modelling but not replace it. 
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1.2. Definition of the Intention of the GCDB and Its Analytical Tool 

Our planet is afflicted by a grave climate crisis which already visibly turned into an irreversible climate catastrophe. 
Temporal dynamics of greenhouse gas emissions result from trends in global technical and economic development. 
Therefore, the core of the work resides in quantitatively identifying and comparing the techno-socio-economic 
contributions to environmental change [11–15]. Dynamics of change for the emissions of greenhouse gases (mainly 
CO2 from energy and also from land use change) are generated and the impact of the respective techno-socio-economic 
driving forces is estimated and assessed quantitatively. Over 2500 data sets of relevant parameters will describe the last 
decades’ developments for every country on the globe. 

1.3. Situating This Work inside the Work Done on “Global Change” 

What environmental protection efforts have been taken place until now and what can they teach us? Two conclusions 
are drawn from over three decades of work in “environmental protection” when taking a step back and revising one’s 
own earlier convictions: 

1. The targets of climate protection are so difficult to reach that use must be made of the potentially helping force of 
“tailwind” 1. This is the meaning of the “Kon-Tiki” approach presented in Chapter 5. 

2. The obstacles to reach the targets are so difficult to surmount 2 that suitable strategies to create consensus among 
societal actors should be incorporated into the overall strategy. Global Change offers no opportunity to impose particular 
perspectives onto the global community, but we are all sitting in the same (sailing) boat. The resulting strategy is to 
create consensus solutions, meaning a profoundly Austrian and European, i.e., consensus-oriented approach. 

A “training camp” for viewing reality from different perspectives is the web-based negotiation game “Surfing 
Global Change” developed by the author [16] (pp. 103, 357) that can show how different various partial truths can be 
regarding the needed fight for climate protection.  

For the looming climate catastrophe, there can only be a solution in mutual agreement or there is no solution at all. 
The more a question is complicated (for modelling, [17,18]), the more it demands consensus as a quality criterion for 
“validity of the solution”, because other criteria (such as mathematical exactitude, as is still required in grammar school 
tasks) is rather absent – and not applicable in practice. A basis for any consensus is joint reality perception. The GCDB 
exactly supports this goal. 

States, regions and companies will be more obliged to create emission authorities than before 3. Clearer knowledge 
of the forces driving the emission development therefore seems appropriate. Background research is indicated in the 
context of these processes[3] (p. 4) because there is a need for dynamics-as-usual (d.a.u.) scenarios (on top of the currently 
known business-as-usual scenarios, [19]) for an underlying future without measures 4 or with varying bundles of measures. 

In addition, insight into the self-organizational evolutionary structural formation and structural change of the global 
(energy) economic system is sought, especially in possible gradual techno-socio-economic changes in states 
(“blossoming evolution”, see [20] pp. 103, 357). 

1.4. The Envisaged Research Problem 

The research problem for this article consists in the transitory nature of any historic period, including the present 
one. This means that any climate protection measure must be evaluated against a dynamics-as-usual scenarion, not 
merely against a business-as-usual scenario, as common in traditional energy modelling [21–23], [24] (p. 915). In fact, 
at present there are several ongoing evolutionary structural shifts within all countries’ techno-socio-economic profiles 
which take place anyhow, and the GCDB supports to cognize these dynamics shifts – onto which any climate protection 
measure must build. An example is the continuing growth in technical efficiency and economic efficacity of energy use, 
and furthermore the gradual shift of economic sectors towards more service-oriented sectors in many countries.  

1.5. Future Research and Forward Looking as a Framing Concept 

The present article is contextualised within the larger domain of future research, also named foresight or futurology. 
Future research might enjoy wider usage as a term denoting “a science of the future” or futurology[25–30], but 

the preferred discussion in the present article is about “forward looking” (FL), a term used by the European Union, 
and applied to global climate change[31–33]. 

FL is defined as “concerned with or planning for the future” [34], “planning for and thinking about the future in a 
positive way, especially by being willing to use modern methods or ideas” [35], “favouring innovation and development; 
progressive” [36], briefly “ahead of the times” [37]. On the contrary, Investopedia [38] perceives FL as “a business 
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slang term for predictions about future business conditions” that is regulated by U.S. legislation “requiring public 
companies to include a disclaimer on all management discussions with investors in order to emphasize this point. This 
article, however, chooses the opposite strategy: try to know as much as possible about the future! 

For the author, future research is one of the most appealing and intriguing subjects [39–65], including the analysis of 
megatrends. The European Commission [66] states that “forward looking activities (mostly foresight and forecast but also 
technology assessment and horizon scanning) have a large scope and can be used for several purposes: to inspire new EU 
policies, to assess policies and measures, to anticipate potential disruptive events, and to build contrasted visions of the 
future” and has triggered a bundle of related activities. In a similarly positive vein, PriceWaterHouseCoopers has issued a 
“Guide to forward-looking information”, subtitled “Don’t fear the future: communicating with confidence” [67] and 
enriched with valuable practical examples. 

The European Environment Agency’s (EEA’s) definition of FL is process-oriented: the “Knowledge base for 
Forward-looking Information and Services (FLIS) is a platform to support long-term decision-making. The aim of FLIS 
is to introduce forward-looking components and perspectives into existing environmental information systems and to 
expand the knowledge base and its use” [68]. 

The EEA understands forward looking as a cooperative exercise [68], including the six components “drivers and 
trends, indicators, scenarios, methods and tools, networking, capacity-building and governance, and use of forward-
looking information”, symbolised by six hexagons in the FLIS logo (Figure 1 at left). The logistical embedding of FLIS 
into a wider set of activities is displayed at right in Figure 1 (the source of both images is [68,69]. One of the first 
activities in the cooperative process was the study “catalogue of scenarios” [69]. In recent years, EEA staff has cared 
for a web-based collaboration platform in the EIONET framework (European environment information and observation 
network: [70], including all 33 current EEA members and six cooperating partners). All foresight methods complement 
enery modelling but do not strive to replace these approaches [17,18]. 

  

Figure 1. At left: logo and internal structure of the FLIS endeavour (Forward-Looking Information and Services) as defined by the 
European Environment Agency EEA; at right: greater embedding of FLIS. Source: [68,70]. 

1.6. The Novelty of This Research 

Earlier “classical” scenario writing [71,72] suggests that correlations between parameters (mostly intensity 
parameters such as quotients) with the (easily computable, even if disputable proxy for) economic level GDP/capita are 
better strategies for data analysis than pure time series. Such correlations (with economic level instead of time) promise 
to better describe structural qualities of complex socio-economic systems [16] and include the approach of dynamic 
energy elasticities [32], [73] (p. 963). 

However, the analytical tool of the Global Change Data Base GCDB [74] should allow still more sophisticated 
types of correlation. Figure 2 uses as an example the correlation of the two following parameters that were chosen in 
line with classical scenario analysis: 

 on the horizontal axis, a proxy for cereal production efficiency per area: “production of cereals / harvested area of 
cereals”, measured in tons per hectare 

 on the vertical axis, a proxy for irrigation intensity: “irrigated agricultural area / total agricultural area”, as measured 
in %/100. 
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Depending on which regional aggregate is chosen, the overall trend might be interpreted differently in the three 
sections of Figure 2. Such decisions are also known as the MAUP problem (modifiable areal unit problem) which arises 
when spatial phenomena are aggregated into geographic units of variable size [75,76] and aggregated by industrial 
sectors [77] with a view to increase the economic productivity of energy (thus decrease the energy intensity on a 
macroeconomic level [73] (p. 798), [78]). Data per country suggest looking at hundreds of single correlations of timelines 
(at left, strongly affected by annual meteorological variability); the granularity level of FAO agricultural data (cf. [79]) 
suggest looking at continents (with a former USSR area singled out, at centre); and granularity (as the geographic term 
goes) chosen in traditional economic modelling tends to define eleven regions (e.g. the “11R model”, at right, see [80]). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Granularity is relevant for correlations of global data sets; here between two quotients: “production of cereals / harvested 
area of cereals” with “irrigated agricultural area / total agricultural area”. Granularities according to map inserts, namely at left: per 
country, at centre: per “continent” (plus former USSR), at right: per region. Image source: GCDB. 
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1.7. Contribution to Environment, Climate Protection and Sustainability 

The described work on the GCDB contributes to environment, climate protection and sustainability by highlighting 
which political measures can be supported by underlying megatrends and which ones could be hindered in the efficacity by 
trends running counter to the intended effect. By its choice of synoptic themes, the GCDB attempts to solve the connected 
issues within the nexus of environment, climate protection and sustainability in a synoptic manner. Its ability to generate and 
test hypotheses can support the choice of more effective cocio-political measures given a worldwide very contradictory 
environment of antagonistic interests among stakeholders, as we currently see in the Dubai COP28. The paths taken by 
real-world historic developments hint towards cost-effective future paths to be taken for remediating global climate. 

The GCDB supports solutions to the transdisciplinary problems of safety vs. sustainability vs. growth in the sectors 
of agriculture and energy. This paper’s unique contribution is its wide trans-paradigmatic scope, its independence of 
ideologies, and its principal and pragmatic suitability for adepts of any ideology and interest pattern – on a way towards 
climate safety. 

2. The Context of Global Climate Change 

The topic of “global change” has found its permanent place in the scientific community for decades already. In 
particular, the anthropogenic additional greenhouse effect has found broad interest in natural science, technology, social 
sciences [81] (p. 2), [82] and political design attempts. 

The identification of the thematic core point yields clearly that the global CO2 emissions from the combustion of 
fossil fuels represents the strongest single cause from global warming. These CO2 emissions result from energy supply 
activities to cover the need for energy services (which, notabene is actually needed, not fossil resources) and show 
various structural basic patterns and various development dynamics in various country groups (e.g. industrial or 
developing countries). A regionally resolved analysis of the previous trends of the energy-related CO2 emissions 
therefore appears to be helpful. 

Usability of This Work 

On the occasion of the attempt to identify countermeasures, design countermeasures, and practically implement 
countermeasures against climate change, quantitative analyses should be used as background information for defining 
which energy industries in an individual country or world region should implememt which measures. For that target, 
“maps” of characteristic time-patterns of energy-economic trends are prepared. 

Current hypotheses regarding the efficacity of single climate protection measures, for example the evaluation of 
fuel mix change or efficiency improvement or improvement of economy efficacity could be tested against the 
background of an expectable development (the so-called “dynamics-as-usual” scenario). The calculation of the 
reduction potential in the individual states (equalling the difference of projections “with measures” and “without 
measures”) could also be supported by this GCDB. 

As a concrete special case regarding methodologies, the result of the “National Accounts Matrix Including 
Emission Accounts” (NAMEA) projects implemented across Europe could also be evaluated as a specific case [83,84]. 
Overall, well-founded material could be generated for national scenario construction against a global background of 
transparent scenario assumptions. 

3. Methodology and Data Flow 

3.1. Technical Design of the Proposed Global Information System 

The proposed Global Change Data Base (GCDB) should envisage compiling over two thousand data sets from the 
fields of 

 agriculture, land use [79] 
 economy, gross national product [85] 
 energy supply on global [86] and (if possible) local [87-89] levels 
 population and social sciences, Human Development Indicators [90], World Development Indicators [91], Penn 

World Tables [92] or other indicators of development and globalisation. 
The GCDB should analyse these data numerically and graphically by means of regressions and correlations. Given 

the above-mentioned partly contradictory paradigms, it might be helpful to first concentrate on a consistent sub-period 
within a Kondratieff wave, namely the 1960s through 1980s. 
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Depending on data availability, for each country in recent decades (mostly 1960-1991, or longer), data should be 
compatible to standard international data sources, such as UNSTAT, FAO, IEA, HDI, WDI, and PWT (at left in Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Data flow scheme for the “Global Change Data Base” GCDB. At left: internationally compatible data sources such as 
United Nations Statistical Office (UNSTAT), Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), International Energy Agency (IEA), 
Human Development Indicators (HDI), World Development Indicators (WDI), and Penn World Tables (PWT). These data are 
topographically harmonised by the analytical tool (AT) of the GCDB which yields the GCDB’s thousands of primary data. By their 
mathematical combination, the AT computes a greater multitude of secondary data that are able to be correlated and then displayed 
graphically in order to detect so-called “paths of development” as hypothesised by some growth theories. Source: adapted after [74]. 

Diagrams will be provided on a per country basis, per continent, and for eleven world regions common to most 
global modelling, as used in energy economics [16] (p. 62), [71,72]. A detailed overview of the dataset should be 
available as a variable list.  

Furthermore, the GCDB shall have a macro-driven “analytical tool” (AT), which is designed for graphical and 
quantitative representation of global trends. 

The AT has two main tasks (compare data flow in Figure 3, from left to right): 

(a) it combines any existing (primary) GCDB data on new (derived, secondary) data; by addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, differentiation to individually selectable (secondary) data 

(b) it correlates any (primary or secondary) data. The quantitatively specified correlation factors and parameters can 
also be illustrated graphically (by the “pathfinder”, as a third macro task). 

3.2. The Context of Existing Modelling Approaches 

So far, various modeling approaches have been employed in the sphere of global change and climate change, depending 
on the mindset of the research group, the various authors’ and institutions’ ideologies and the underlying concepts of what 
drives techno-socio-economic evolution [93] (p. 106). Dividing questions might be if economic evolution or so-called 
“development” is based on individuals’ decisions [94,95] or on societies’ framework conditions [9,96]; and the scientific 
branch of “Global Studies” keeps trying to find a functional equilibrium between these two or more antagonistic views [16] 
(p. 165f), [97,98]. On the basis of such (still widely undissolved) paradigmatic dichotomy, the (more experimentally 
oriented) approach of the GCDB may be beneficial given the sometimes divergent policy recommendations based on 
economic models with diverging model architectures based on diverging developmental paradigms. 

The several literature searches at several stages of the project underlying the GCDB approach include the domains 
pictured in Figure 4 comprise modelling and non-modelling domains, thus guaranteeing a trans-paradigmatic view. 
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Figure 4. The thematic areas underlying the present article and the GCDB method. 

3.3. Societal Benefit of This Research 

Given the stark worldwide tensions in the global political system including the ongoing wars in Ukraine and Gaza 
(mirroring collective unreconcilable self-convictions: [99]), any proposed solution to a grand issue such as climate 
protection should allow for smooth procedures of implementing the necessary changes which can be achieved by 
respecting the many interdependencies in worldwide trade, production chains, fossil energy supply, geopolitical 
interests and related ideological world views. This means that viewpoints of several global communities should be taken 
into account, not only of one global community – and this is exactly reflected by perceiving the dynamics of global 
changes as they manifest in reality (not as they manifest inside one given calculatory model). Thus, letting oneself being 
inspired by the world as it functions in reality (as opposed to by model results) might promise to add to practical 
feasibility of socioplolitical suggestions on what to do when facing the severe global climate desaster. 

4. The Planned Work Procedure for the GCDB 

4.1. Energy Part of the GCDB 

This planned work analyzes the approximately 2500 global data time series of economic, energy and population 
data provided by global institutions such as UN, IEA, HDI etc.) stored in the “Global Change Data Base” GCDB (30 
years for 130 countries, 11 world regions, 7 continents. These data are further processed by automated statistical 
methods (such as correlations, regressions and graphic presentation), whereby the general themed architecture is 
essentially specified by the activity chain “economic activity – final energy demand – primary energy demand – CO2 
emissions” as formally described by the identity 

CO2 = (CO2/E) × (E/GDP) × (GDP/cap) × Pop 

And further this formula (if separating primary and final energy) may undergo a differentiation step by time: 

 

Furthermore, distinguishing individual economic sectors as well as individual energy sources is carried out for 
each parameter for all states for the duration of the entire series of time (described in [100,101]). 
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Figure 5. Detailed scheme of variables in the GCDB, energy economics part. Image source: [102], graphic legend see in Annex 1. 

Here in Figure 5, a more detailed “legend” is offered for the GCDB architecture while using various graphical 
symbols for each type of parameters such as extensive (i.e., levels) and intensive (i.e., quotients of levels) magnitudes 
and their first ( or d/dt) and second (² or d²/dt²) derivatives. Annex 1 explains the meaning of the graphical symbols, 
and Annex 2 explains the inner cohesion of these graphical symbols. Figure A1 and Table A1 contain also the “second 
derivatives” ². Annex 2 pictures the structure of the data types available in the GCDB and its logical interconnections. 
As practical examples, Annex 3 pictures sectorial GDP both as a funtion of time and of GDP/cap to highlight visibility. 

In order to provide an example, since decades, there is an increasing orientation towards the energy service, which 
– as far as possible – is taken into account in accordance with the international data situation. 

4.2. The “Driving Forces of Climate Change” Part of the GCDB 

Within the chosen interdisciplinary approach, the underlying forces driving the CO2 emissions are also analyzed 
quantitatively. The GCDB will contain extensive variable sets from the various areas within the “Human Development Index” 
HDI, i.e., economy, education, development aid, social structure, etc. With the above statistical methods, social science 
parameter patterns and their interaction with energy economy parameter patterns are to be examined quantitatively (examples 
in Figure 6). A main focus of the work lies in the area of energy economics, and beyond technical solutions also available 
economic mechanisms of action should be analysed. 

 

Figure 6. As an example for the time-series correlation method in the GCDB: at left the decrease of energy intensity (= E final/GDP) 
for 11 regions as a function of GDP/capita; at right the increase rates of the absolute final energy consumption in Petajoule (E final) 
for all countries (time average) as a function of (GDP/cap). 
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+50%/a 
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4.3. Characteristics of the Examination Method: Orient Yourself to Reality 

For the GCDB method, the “principle of reality-relatedness” means that the basic idea is that the previous 
historical path of techno-socio-economic evolution best shows the time behavior and the reaction of the global energy 
system. In any case, such path analyses represent an experimental access and are better suited than merely formulaic 
relationships. The GCDB method therefore means no attempt to parametrize complex historical energy-related 
processes which might be based on existing (but ever unsure) theoretical model assumptions. 

As a result, the GCDB method does not use a closed mathematical model as the starting point for conclusions, but 
a statistical time series analysis. This methodology has already been successfully developed and published as the result 
of an EU project ESCOBA on the global carbon cycle (initially, as [20]). The topic of global change is viewed from a 
systems analysis viewpoint and places its main interest on the examination of the dynamics of its internal systemic 
development and structural evolution. 

4.4. The Scope of the Analysis and the Final Product of the GCDB Analysis 

Several thousand correlations of time series are to be created and a few dozen characteristic development paths or 
“parameter patterns” are to be created as a result of the envisaged GCDB exercise. At the end of this analysis, 
conclusions about the current discussion on the creation of global, regional and national emission scenarios are drawn, 
with their direct practical usability intended. Also, it may seem as a valuable target to find out how many percent of 
emission reduction can be achieved (i) by efficiency improvement, (ii) by fuel switch, and (iii) by changes in life style. 

4.5. How Transdisciplinarity Is Implemented through the GCDB Analysis 

The absence of a model tool means to avoid justification from the side of one’s own specialist discipline 1, at least 
methodically. On the positive side, avoiding models opens the way for interdisciplinary recognition through other 
disciplines (and lifestyles), to the extent one relies on intersubjectively verifiable experience. Models, however, are very 
dependent on the pre-concept and on the pre-cognitive understanding imprinted onto reality, and thus are not suited to 
serve as inter-paradigmatic approaches: who does not share a model’s presuppositions and assumptions also does not 
share the model’s conclusions. 

Belief in the validity of one’s own science can be helpful in one phase of employment and carreer but less in other 
phases. Gentle opening up (of the systems of understanding) within a dialogue is necessary, thus reaching beyond one’s 
own conceptual ‘bubble’. 

By the GCDB methodology, an all-around view should be trained – and not by primarily supporting the 
presumption that “formulae = pictures of reality” (e.g., model calculation results), but through primarily relying on 
reality (as pictured by data, as proxy values). In this view, it becomes essential to train a holographic view, meaning a 
360° perspective where insights are collected from all methodical viewing angles [103–105]. 

5. The Kon-Tiki Approach as a Methodological Innovation 

5.1. Introduction to the Characteristics of the Kon-Tiki Approach 

The primarily motivating question is: Can global CO2 emissions be lowered sufficiently through the introduction 
of “countermeasures” implemented by mankind? And which measures are the most efficient ones in the present real-
life situation? 

The reaction by humans facing global warming is basically to identify and to try to implement countermeasures 
after having computed their potential to mitigate. However, policy monitoring shows that only limited success is 
achieved given the degree to which the levels lag behind expectations in some countries (Umweltbundesamt, 2005: 5). 
Actors lack sufficient incentives for participation in negotiation processes [106] (p. 277), [107] (p. 1). Similar 
disappointment may be witnessed on a global level, if future development is compared to the really desirable levels of 
change [108] (p. 11), [109]. 

The methodology traditionally chosen to deal with future developments is scenario writing, (usually an “as-if” logic, 
e.g. IPCC, 2000). According to the DPSIR concept (i.e.: driving force – pressure – state – impact – response, EEA 2005: 
50), political action is considered (sufficiently) capable of changing future developments. However, the measures’ 
potential to deflect from a typical “business-as-usual” development has usually to be registered as lower than expected. 
(In the language of systems analysis, this effect is called “policy resistance” by J.D. Sterman [110] (p. 10). In factor analysis 
it is called “rebound effect” [111] (p. 22); in everyday life this effect is perceived simply as a disappointment. 
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The reason for such systematic shortfalls in the endeavour against climate change can be understood by detecting 
feedback processes in the global techno-socio-economic system (i.e. “resilience”), the details of which might not be 
sufficiently taken into account in scenario approaches (e.g. [112]). Similarly, the vast “growth literature” on the driving 
forces of economic growth seems to lack a thorough understanding of the interrelatedness of diverse growth factors 6. 
Therefore, the concept of autopoiesis and self-organization ([113] (p. 34), [114]) of complex social systems can be 
tested in this project and can prove helpful in this context (The practical intention is: before trying to change a (living) 
system, its dynamics should be sufficiently understood 7). 

In this light, a detailed and quantitative analysis of the levels, rates of changes, saturation effects and other intrinsic 
dynamic properties of the “global system” – as comprised by the given “Global Change Data Base” – appears as a helpful 
complement to existing strategies (esp. with regard to sustainability). All such work can be based on earlier quantitative analyses 
of the applicant regarding energy-related air emissions, especially CO2 [93], land-use changes [20] and biomass energy [115]. 

5.2. The Scientific Aims 

What we want to have as a result is a sufficiently large and harmonized database together with a tool for producing a 
sufficient number of correlations between these data sets (not simply within the individual data). Then, the most stable and 
meaningful correlations shall be used as landmarks in a sufficiently plausible “map of techno-socio-economic evolution”. 
A subset of such “robust paths of development” will be interpreted based upon its potential to lead towards targets of 
sustainability vs. lead away from targets of sustainability. The most common example is engendered CO2 emissions and 
therefore will be focused on in this project. 

The Global Change Data Base GCDB will then comprise over 2000 variable sets (primary variables) for 100-200 
countries ranging over several decades taken from the internationally accepted data stocks from international institutions 
like IEA, UN, FAO, WB, HDI, WDI. From these primary variables, the GCDB will derive several thousand secondary 
variables such as indicators, intensities or rates. The analytical tool of the GCDB will have produced several thousand 
correlations between the above mentioned variable types, both quantitatively and graphically. In order to provide more 
details, Annex 4 shows a list of possible single steps to achieve these mentioned operational targets. 

The search for characteristic patterns in these correlation plots will have singled out dozens of linkages between 
variables (e.g. sectoral energy intensities for specific fuel types), which appear to symbolize robust paths along complex 
evolution. The combination of such “recognized patterns” can lead to establishing a comprehensible picture – a kind of 
“map” – of global techno-socio-economic (t-s-e) development, which can be seen as a possible “unfolding of t-s-e 
evolution”, occurring in a wave-like or step-wise manner consisting of consecutive levels [16] (pp. 194–197), [20] (p. 210). 

With such a map of likely intrinsic evolutionary change(s) at hands, esp. with targets of sustainability, and esp. the 
target of CO2 emission reduction in mind, a list of “helpful trends” could be discerned (like a sub-map of underwater 
currents or wind-forces facilitating intercontinental sailing in earlier centuries: using the metaphor of the famous “Kon-
Tiki”, which did not paddle, either). Eventual strategies using (to “jump” on, “surf” and enforce) such trends (e.g. 
decarbonization) reach an outcome more feasible and promising than head-on direct political “measures in the 
traditional sense”. 

5.3. GCDB’s Scientific Advances and Innovation 

The decisive steps forward with the implementation of and analyses by the GCDB are:  

(1) The level of detail in the “energy economy” picture of interrelatedness: Factor decompositions of energy related 
CO2 emissions have until now dealt with the total energy and the total GDP [116] (p. 75), but the present project 
delivers for the first time both the sectoral and fuel decompositions in the detail as shown in the formula below.  

(2) The projections here are not exclusively (as often traditionally) based on  

 “wisdom inside models” with their parameterizations valid for now 8 and partial views of factors determining 
“progress” or “growth” [117] (p. 828). 

 nor exclusively on pre-cognitive visions on how human development will – hopefully or deplorably – proceed 
[118] (p. 23), [119] (p. 48), 

 but founded on the detected “real phenomena” of structural changes, which becomes apparent from the depiction 
of GCDB indicators. Such structural changes are not the result of processes describable in one formula. They 
have not been studied in sufficient level of decomposition, as recent literature shows [120] (p. 1151). 

(3) Correlations are not only undertaken with “GDP/cap” as an independent variable (thus implicitly assuming its 
growth as tacitly driving impact) but also with many other (intervening) variables. This opens the road to 
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understanding and quantifying the mutual interconnections between classical 9 and alternative driving forces which 
– of course – are not independent from each other – as suggested by a qualitative systems analysis view. 

(4) Apart from statistical soundness, state-of-the-art knowledge and skills in usability and information design enhances 
the interpretability of data – for team members and others – [121-124] by transforming complex data into more 
easily understandable graphical output. 

(5) In a profoundly interdisciplinary way, the “societal ship” takes into account reefs and icebergs of the natural kind 
(climate change) as well as of the economic kind (steady-state economics: 125) and tries to avoid a Titanic-like 
collision like (hard control) by implementing “soft control” [126] (p. 93) through discursive procedures.  

5.4. Importance of the GCDB to the Field and the Relevant Scientific Community 

This approach of a “heuristic detection of paths” complements usual modeling approaches (e.g. compiled in [127] 
pp. 4–13). This approach does not try to replace them but on the other hand does not comply or match them. The 
liberating advantage of this approach is clearly, that no set of (economic) values, “precognitive disposition”, discount 
rate [128] (p. 408), consideration of costs (total vs. marginal: [129] (p. 234) or even preference for a scientific school 
or type of modeling [130] (p. 32) is required. 

This fully quantitative analytical tool working with graphic plots (correlations of time series and their 1st and 2nd 
derivative) adds a new, “contemplative” methodology to modeling and scenario writing [19] (p. 185A), [131]. Insight 
into intrinsic dynamic system structure (which systems analysis holds to result from system architecture, [113] p. 4) is 
strongly facilitated by the enormous quantity of detailed data sets and combinations along with the richness of their 
graphical representations. 

During the climate-protection process, additional dynamics in emission abatement efforts seem indispensable [132] 
(p. 1). The essential question – put metaphorically – remains: Will we only “paddle” across the Pacific or do we try to 
make use of ocean currents like Kon-Tiki did [133]? If we want to use currents, we need maps of such currents (Figure 
7). This project tries to develop a methodology to “map such currents”. Therefore, this project can serve as a basic tool 
for political concepts and consulting. 

 

Figure 7. The Kon-Tiki approach alludes to the adventure of crossing the Pacific by natural means only, as reconstructed 
technologically and implemented by the Norwegian author Thor Heyerdahl [133]. Image source: [134]). 

The proposed viewpoint also helps avoid a future of “wishful thinking” and steers towards more realistic expectations 
and more realistic designs for political approaches, towards widely accepted goals [16] (p. 103ff). According to the 
underlying philosophy of necessary consensus building between the main societal actors, the project’s results can also be 
used for pedagogic and didactic purposes, for instance in a simulation or negotiation game for students or for a larger 
public through web platform technology [16] (p. 357ff). There exists several such games 10 that introduce new variables 
and complexities, e.g. “Surfing Global Change” SGC (16, Level5 therein). Current interdisciplinary, dialogue-oriented 
and action-oriented university teachings can also fully profit from the project’s results. 

Violence-free conflict resolution processes work with some kind of consensus-seeking [43–62], [113] (p. 30). 
Finally, regarding far reaching political decisions on a global scale – as in the whole “climate issue”, climate protection 
– a consensus amongst the major political actors is needed. Therefore tools creating “insight” – well rooted in data-
analyses – are a major step in helping political actors along this path. In this regard, the proposed heuristic method of 
trend analysis could have a “credibility advantage” compared with the usual strategies of modeling, because underlying 
preconceptions, common to modeling philosophies are nonexistent in this kind of data analysis. 
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5.5. Research Approach and Methods (“3 × 3 architecture”) 

Here a preliminary summary of the scientific mission objectives is given in three sections (Figure 8): 

(1) The facts: global flows and structures regarding energy, economy and land use by: 

a. enlargement of the existing “Global Change Data Base” GCDB 
b. quantitative trend analyses of the chain of energy demand and supply 
c. effects of global trends regarding the overall objective of sustainability 

(2) The methodology: a search for “paths of development” by: 

a. critical review of the existing methodology 
b. clarification of the applicability of the new methodology 
c. taking into account co-evolution 11, socio-biology etc. 

(3) The philosophy: evolution of global flows and structures by: 

a. applying systems theory and game theory to evolution 
b. applicability of findings as substrate for “ethics of negotiation” 
c. dissemination strategy (together with Environment Agency Austria). 

 

Figure 8. Sketch of the overall architecture: the “temple” for constructing and using spatio-temporal “maps” for socio-economic 
sustainability, as suggested in this article. Numbers n refer to the following subchapters 5.5.n. 

5.5.1. The facts: From the GCDB 

(a) This project intends to develop, enlarge and improve the “Global Change Data Base” GCDB together with an 
“analytical tool” designed to perform interdisciplinary analysis of trends and correlations.  

The GCDB uses internationally acknowledged data sets from  

 IEA (86, for energy demand and supply), 
 the UN System of National Accounts SNA (for sectoral GDP), 
 the FAO (135, for land use and agricultural production), 
 the Penn World Tables PWT for Real GDP [136] (p. 336), 
 the World Development Indicators WDI [91], and Human Development Indicators HDI (for social parameters). 

The project does, however, not only aim at providing assessed (like in [137]) and inter-combined data. 

(b) With the specific analytical tool, computations of country data and regional aggregates of sums, differences, 
products, quotients and derivatives of any GCDB variables, are calculated along with correlation coefficients and 
plotted correlations of time series for several decades. For primarily graphical analysis, it combines the perspectives 
of time series analysis [138] (p. 502), [139] (p. 151) and cross-correlation analysis [140] (p. 437), [141] (p. 13) 
for explaining the levels, rates of change, saturation effects in the field of economy, energy use and land use 12. 
Before now, no such methodology was found after an extensive scan of scientific journals with the 15 highest 
impact factors [142] in the fields of economy and energy 13. Furthermore, stable trends representing “paths of 
development” are identified and used to build a more complete picture of evolutionary patterns. 

1 

The 
facts 
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2 
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Effects on climate strategies 
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(c) Global Climate Change is mainly driven by CO2 emissions [143] (p. 103) which in turn are driven by economic, 
industrial and energy supply structures [115] (p. 492) The underlying evolutionary changes in these structures act 
as decisive driving force for Global Change – these driving forces are quantified. 

5.5.2. The Methodology: Evolutive Paths 

(a) Until now, the method of projecting the present condition of the socio-economic state has been used widely [144] 
(p. 538). However, the changes in rates of change have not yet been sufficiently studied, to yield well-founded 
information on likely deviations from a business-as-usual path of development. Such deviations are likely to occur 
as crucial results from the internal system structure of the global techno-socio-economic (t-s-e) system. 

(b) In this project, the primary source of knowledge is the (intersubjectively re-examinable) “reality” (in the form of 
data describing reality) and not “model results” (or even prescriptions derived from preconceived models of reality 
as it is supposed to be) - (from whatever scientific school they might stem), just as in the tradition of Galileo Galilei, 
who, for instance, urged contemporary cardinals to look through his telescope onto the astronomic reality 
supporting his world view [145]. Therefore, information on correlations or changes in directions of development 
are based on data (of past decades), not on pre-conceived convictions laid down in world models. Interpretation 
(after having looked through the GCDB telescope) is up to the reader and not simply restricted to the project team. 

The methodology itself consists of analyzing the “path locus” of all countries’ time series and the texture, slope 
and twist of this array of curves including state-of-the-art statistical analysis. 

The “main formula” 14 of this project for energy related CO2 emissions reads: 

(a) Simple notation: 

CO2 = (CO2 / Ep) × (Ep / Ef) × (Ef / GDP) × (GDP / capita) × Population 

where: CO2—level of CO2 emissions (for a specific fuel & sector), Ep—demand for primary energy (for a specific fuel 
& sector), Ef—demand for final energy (for a specific fuel & sector), GDP—gross national product (in a specific 
economic sector), P—population. 

(b) Detailed notation: 

CO2 (c, y)   =   Σf, s CO2 (c, y, f, s)   =   [CO2 (c, y, f, s) / Ep (c, y, f, s)]   

[Ep (c, y, f, s) / Ef (c, y, f, s)]    [Ef (c, y, f, s) / GDP (c, y, s)]   

[GDP (c, y, s) / P (c, y)]    P (c, y) 

Legend for indices: c = country 15, y = year, f = fuel, s = economic sector 16. 
For land-use-change related CO2 emissions a similar system structure will be developed (Ahamer, 2019: 71, 325), 

where the area takes the place of energy and the crop type takes the place of the fuel. 
Forms of variables: In order to describe the dynamics of the global evolutive system, the following types of 

variables are depicted and analyzed (mostly as a function of GDP/cap): 

 Levels (denoted by the “state vector” x in this text) (per each country, as times series) 
 Rates of change (written as x/t), as used e.g. in [146] (p. 43). 

o saturation levels (cases where x/t tends to zero) as e.g. in [147] (p. 60). 

 Changes in the rates of change in order to better detect saturation and other non-linear behavior (²x/t²) as in 102 

o variability of all the above types (inter-country, inter-region, inter-temporal). 

Types of variables: There is a hierarchy of indicators (cf. 111: 4):  

 extensive entities (describing stocks or flows) like energy, population, area 
 intensive entities (describing structures) like quotients, indicators, energy intensities 
 shares (describing compositions) like sectoral GDP or fuel mix. 

The methodology consists of (i) computing, (ii) statistically analyzing and (iii) graphically depicting all forms of 
all types of variables of the GCDB, mostly following the “main formula” (compare the graphic systematisation in 
Annex 1 and Annex 2).  

When implementing the above mentioned main formula, harmonization of different sectoral catalogues (e.g. 
between IEA and SNA statistics) will be performed; all still remaining amounts will be interpreted with sufficient 
caution based on earlier experiences in national environmental accounting, especially for transportation and household 
(84, 83, 111). For this work, the meaning of “sectoral intensity” sometimes will need to be handled cautiously as a proxy 
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variable for relative shifts in “attention” or “attribution of values”. The proposed method takes into account the 
“decomposition method” approaches [111] (p. 22) as having high merit in attributing percentages of driving forces to 
“decarbonization effect”, “intensity effect”, “rebound effect” and other partial movements of the interconnected socio-
economic meta-structures, and taking into account co-evolution, socio-biology etc.[148,149]. 

5.5.3. The Philosophy: Build Consensus 

(a) This project suggests that (on a per-country as well as regional or global level) socio-economic structures evolve 
by themselves (i.e. in an autopoietic way) and hence constitute the underlying basis to be taken into consideration 
for all intended actions, e.g. the commonly called “countermeasures to global warming”. It is important to take 
into account this “basement” structure – the more so, if the structure is moving. Therefore, the interdisciplinary 
concepts of systems analysis [110,150] and game theory [151] (p. 5), [152] (p. 5) can add substantially to new 
“concept building”. For instance, the development of “measures” (in a new sense) would represent learning effects 
that allow countries to “jump” to a trajectory that leads towards sustainability – in this project primarily 
exemplified with CO2 emissions (e.g. general switch towards gas having occurred in Britain). 

(b) The method of “systemic social analysis” [45] will help to understand societal and institutional organizational 
patterns (based on an “embedment theory” using ten levels of social systems and with multi-year empirical project 
experience [44,62]; UNIDO, Enterprise Analyses, Regional Development, Conflict Resolution etc.). – Findings of 
relevant patterns of evolution and development are a substrate for consensus finding among stakeholders in the 
fields of climate change. Such consensus could be reached more and more through (partly web based) discursive 
procedures [16] (p. 109), [153–155] using an “ethics of negotiation” [156] in suitable diplomatic or didactic settings, 
e.g. like the negotiation game “Surfing Global Change” 17 which was ranked in the Top Ten of the highest-rewarded 
award of media didactics in Europe [157]. 

(c) How to steer? In order to avoid unfounded optimism (namely that the mere existence of information on global 
change would convince political actors to take action), an assessment is attempted of the degree to which detected 
trends could be changed by steering activities. Consequently the dissemination strategy for the project results builds 
on such scepticism. 

6. Results 

The practical work on the GCDB made evident that a clear organisation of variable types for the description of 
techno-socio-economic evolution is needed. Therefore, the GCDB distinguished between (i) extensive parameters, (ii) 
intensive parameters and (iii) parameters denoting shares of a given total. For all these three parameter types, the 
following temporal modes of perception can be chosen within the GCDB: (a) the magnitude, (b) its first derivative in 
time and (c) its second derivative in time. Annex 1 shows this scope of possible variables within the GCDB in a graphic 
manner, and Annex 2 adds to its comprehension by one more graphic synopsis.  

During preliminary test runs to date, regressions of time series (or of single data points could be reached on the follown 
themes which partly suggest hypotheses on socio-economic interdependencies within the global evolutionary patterns: 

 population growth. 
 growth of economic level and in-country distribution of income. 
 circumstances of agricultural production, including inputs of energy, machinery, chemicals and manpower. 
 interannual variability of meat production and cereal production, as a function of the above. 
 comparison of different cereals’ production efficacity. 
 shifts within the allocation of land-use to territories within countries. 
 dynamics of social and societal parameters such as unemployment rates and schooling rates. 
 dynamics of economic growth as correlated with descriptive societal parameters, and with GDP/cap itself. 
 dynamics of evolutionary shifts within the countries’ economic sectors (in coarse and fine differentiation). 
 perception that any such dynamics can be better described by the 2nd time derivative as compared to the 1st. 
 establishment of one logical chain of supply-demand parameters for agriculture and one for energy. 
 analysis of the dynamic behaviours of growth and saturation phases in the agricultural and energy chains. 
 shifts within the patterns of fuel mix within the countries’ sectoral economies. 
 dynamics of sectoral energy intensities within countries’ sectoral economies. 

According to the profile of the GCDB, the above analyses yielded statistical parameters such as correlation 
parameters and related r² values – but in the view of the author much more of the characteristic dynamics can be read 
from pictorial representations which open up themselves for an additional intuitive perception. Figures 2 and 6 show 
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tentative results for such graphic displays. Annex 3 shows more of these preliminary results in anecdotal incompleteness, 
because all GCDB results would pile up to a stack of several meters. Therefore, one of the foremost direction of future 
studies with the GCDB will be to identify and single out the “most stable” developmental paths within evolution 
(comparable with “stable quantum numbers” in quantum physics – on the opposing end of “complexity science”), which 
eventually might serve as guidelines for even future developments – this is at least the hope. 

7. Conclusions 

This article describes the overall architecture and computational processes within a large worldwide database on 
the driving factors of global change, namely the GCDB. On the basis of administratively accepted country-wise data 
series, global megatrends are to be defined and assessed in their relevance for (or against) climate protection measures. 
The levels, rates of change, and changes in rates of change serve to identify the underlying correlates (i.e., possible 
reasons) in the framework of energy-related CO2 emissions so as to facititate better directed policy measures. This 
endeavour will yield a far more comprehensive and specialised understanding of what drives mankind’s CO2 emissions 
endangering global climate. 

The data sets hinted at above can not only be suitably used for illustrational teaching of global megatrends, but may 
also constitute essential building blocks such as planet-wide information systems or a future more consistent and updated 
“Global Change Data Base”. Further understanding of the degree of path dependence in global evolution and economic 
development (which is presently heavily contested among researchers) can be achieved by the quantitative and graphic 
approaches presented in this article, thus contributing to progress in futurology and “forward looking” institutions. 

The included literature analysis has shown that “techno-socio-economic evolution” as a concept is highly 
dependent on underlying paradigms and ideologies. This article suggests that care should be applied when selecting a 
given model architecture because they may be ideologically driven and may have an important effect on both further 
theorisation and practical strategies to cope with globalisation. 

Interested readers are welcome to participate and cooperate and co-finance a pertaining research project. 
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Annex 1. Data Structures 

 

Figure A1. Structure of graphical symbols used in Figure 5 including the ² (second derivatives) in the right-most column. 
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Annex 2. Graphical Symbols Denoting the Entities 

An explanation of the inner cohesion of graphical symbols defined in Figure A1 shows the symmetries of these logos and at 
the same time depicts that a second derivative is a proxy variable for changes in dynamics-as-usual scenarios, thus measures or 
societal values, similar to a steering mechanism of evolution. 

 
Figure A2. Small synopsis of kinds of magnitudes (left) and possible kinds of values (right). At the same time, this graphic serves as explanation 
for the symbol types in Figure A1. 

Table A1. How the  and ² symbols fit together graphically when standing on above the other. There are two ways of attaching them: peaks 
together and bases together. At right: Persian carpet Mir 158 symbolically providing similar diamond pattern to the graphic structure.  
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Annex 3. Preliminary Data Examples and Preliminary Data Correlations 

In order to provide a first glimpse on how such GCDB times series could look like, Figure A3 provides sectorial GDP data (in 
percent of total GDP) as a function of time in an aggregation across the eleven world regions used in IIASA model regionalisation. 
Figure A4 provides the rates of change of the same.  

    

   

Figure A3. Sectorial GDP data as a function of time for eleven regions show percentages of total GDP for the following selected economic sectors as 
provided by UN data: 1. agriculture, 2. mining, 5. construction, 6. trade, 7. transport and communication, 8. finance, 9. Community and social services. 

    

      

   

Figure A4. Change rates of sectorial GDP data in percentages as a function of time for eleven regions from Figure A3 (and a few more) for the 
following selected economic sectors as provided by UN data: 1. agriculture, 2. mining, 3 manufacturing, 4 electricity and gas and water, 5. 
construction, 6. trade, 7. transport and communication, 8. finance, 9. community and social services; and finally the combined sectors 2+3+4+5 
as total industry and the combined sectors 6+7+8+9 as total services. 

The advantage of plotting pictures such as Figure A3 and Figure A4 is that we see a relative image (independent of country 
size, thus depicting systems and structures) better exhibiting dynamic trends, but the disadvantage might be a more fluctuating 
graph – which can be improved by used time averaging and in Figure 6 at right. Overall, such graphical methods will be emphasised 
by the GCDB which allow to perceive more – thus suggesting candidates for structural societal transformations (16: 194ff), 
similar to the following timeseries correlation image in Figure A3. 
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Figure A5. All nine sectors from Figure A4 (incl. 2+3+4+5 and 6+7+8+9) for the regions provide easier intelligible trends when plotted against 
GDP/capita as a proxy for developmental level. 

Annex 4. The architecture of the “Global Change Data Base” GCDB – a genesis 

Readers are welcome to cooperate in this huge endeavour! Also, cooperative financing is welcome. Please find similar 
descriptions of this plan for future research [16,102,104]. 

1. TARGET: The initiative to the GCDB is motivated by global warming and the needed countermeasures  

1.1. Given the scientific and public increase in concern about global warming, policy makers have made several steps in 
direction to cut back the emissions of greenhouse gases (mainly of CO2) in various documents, the most prominent of which 
was the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris agreement.  

1.2 Abundant literature such as “Der Faktor Vier” (The factor of four: [158]) enumerates practical possibilities to reach such 
necessary and envisaged targets. In order to strengthen the scientific basis for the choice of appropriate, feasible and 
effective measures, the key linkages and feedbacks between human activities and behaviour - and significant environmental 
changes are to be identified and evaluated.  

1.2.1 There is a vast multitude of measures envisaged to combat Global Warming but this direction of reasoning (namely: which 
concrete measures to design, select and implement) is not sufficiently followed in existing work.  

1.2.2 Summarising the methods: A statistical analysis of correlations of time series of variables computed from original data 
identifies the “paths of evolution” along which countries seem to develop. With this method scenarios can be constructed 
which go far beyond a simple projection of underlying trends.  

1.3 The Project’s Objectives  
1.3.1 The concrete objective is to quantitatively compare on a per country and regional level of geographical disaggregation the  

(a) amount and 
(b) the rate of change and 
(c) saturation levels of 

• societal impacts (demographic pressure, changes in life style, consumption patterns, etc.), and  
• economic activities (energy demand and supply, need for agricultural land, etc.)  

in their resulting effect on the emissions of greenhouse gases, mainly of CO2, globally on a per country level based on time 
series data of the last decades.  

1.3.2. The project’s target is to identify, define and quantify the main driving forces of anthropogenic CO2 increase which results 
in global climate change. 
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1.3.3 Scenarios for a “dynamics-as-usual”-development of single driving forces (i.e., with rates of change held constant) 
demonstrate the relative importance of effects on the climate caused by different aspects of human impact on the CO2 
concentration.  

1.3.4 A detailed analysis and factual comparison of human activity in the fields of energy supply, land use and related socio-
economic fields is furthermore intended to support the development, orientation and implementation of any policy in 
direction to a sustainable development.  

1.3.5 The quantitative information prepared in the preceding work packages is used for finding out the most contributing factors 
to growth in CO2 emissions in each of the world regions. 

2 WORK CONTENT 

2.1 Introduction – seen from a perspective at project start 
2.1.1 The present project has its place among the efforts to arrive at paths of economic evolution leading to practically 

implementable greenhouse gas reduction strategies. It attempts to help to gain orientation concerning the ongoing 
development of sectors producing CO2 emissions and their specific inner dynamics because any measure has to build on the 
foreseeable dynamics-as-usual development.  

2.1.2 The main interest is therefore to find out which development can be awaited in the future and to which degree this 
development (like for example energy efficiency improvement in different sectors, shifts between energy carriers, structural 
shifts between different industrial production sectors in regional differentiation, etc.) by itself already either hinders or helps 
to achieve CO2 reduction targets and a sustainable climate. Based on such insights, the concentration of instruments can 
better be targeted into areas which seem most promising to achieve practical CO2 mitigation.  

2.1.3 The main driving forces for anthropogenic CO2 emissions in the field of energy supply and also land use change are 
attempted to be identified in a quantitative way at a global and a per country level. The main societal and economic factors 
having led to the combustion of fossil energy carriers (energy related CO2 emissions) and gain of new agricultural land (CO2 
from deforestation) during a period of 30 years are analysed. Future policies for CO2 mitigation can thus be supported by 
additional information on future developments that could be awaited as continuation of the present structural shifts in the 
global systems of demand and production of food and energy. 

2.1.4 Basic methodology: experimental approach and orientation towards reality. The basic idea is that the documented historic 
development of the techno-socio-economic evolution shows best the behaviour during time and the way of reaction of the 
global energy system - at least better than a previously conceived model. It is therefore not attempted to depart from existing 
econometric concepts and to parameterise the complex global energy system but to try to be “taught by history”, i.e., to start 
from “experimental reality”, i.e., “real data” and not from prefabricated understanding. 

2.1.5 As a consequence no closed or consistent model will be used (like often in traditional science) as a starting point for 
conclusions to be drawn but a statistical analysis of time series. This methodology was already published as result of an 
EU project [16,20], [101] (pp. 17–21), [115]. 

2.1.6 The subject matter will be viewed in a systems analytical manner and therefore one main interest resides in the detection of 
the inner dynamics of its evolution. 

2.1.7 The objective is to establish several thousands of regressions and correlations of time series and to distil out of them 
several dozens of characteristic paths of development. 

2.1.8 The final product is planned to be rendered more easily accessible by many graphical representations.  
2.1.9 At the end of the project conclusions are drawn with a view to the current discussion on the generation of emission 

scenarios. Their direct practical applicability is intended. 
2.1.10 The individual Work Packages are the following (compare also Figure A6):  

A: Enlargement of the existing database by the field of energy and by human development indicators 
B: Adaptation and improvement of the analytical tool to the database 
C: Analysis and validation of the socio-economic driving factors leading to CO2 emissions from land use changes 
D: Analysis and validation of the socio-economic driving factors leading to CO2 emissions from fossil energy  
E: Exploitation of results for designing CO2 abatement strategies 
F: Exploitation of results for designing a CO2 emission module 
G: Conclusions 

2.2 Work Package A: Generation of the “Global Change Data Base” GCDB 
2.2.1 The “Socio-Economic Database for the High Resolution Biosphere Model HRBM” which was developed in the framework 

of the project “The Global Carbon Cycle and Its Perturbation by Man and Climate - Part II - Biosphere”, by its second name 
ESCOBA (European Studies on Carbon in Ocean, Biosphere and Atmosphere), is considerably enlarged (roughly tripled) 
for the present project by the data of the International Energy Agency IEA covering many hundreds of variables from the 
fields of primary to final energy demand in different sectors for different energy carriers on a per country basis.  
This newly emerging database will be called “Global Change Data Base” GCDB. 
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These additionally some 1500 data sets are brought into the same format as the existing database with its presently 880 sets 
of variables so that  
(i) they could still directly be used  
(ii) they can be analysed together with any other data incorporated in the existing database like economic, population and 

land use data and  
(iii) they can be used for calculating the energy related CO2 emissions at the same level of disaggregation and therefore can 

constitute the quantitative basis for describing the energy related human impact on the global carbon cycle having 
occurred so far. 

2.2.3 In the same way as described above the variables describing social parameters from the “Human Development Report” are 
incorporated into the database. This will constitute another 350 data sets on a per country level for single years concerning 
social, educational, health, poverty and demographic aspects. 

2.3 Work Package B: Adaptation and improvement of the analytical tool to the Global Change Data Base GCDB 
2.3.1 The features of the database existing so far in the shape of a user-friendly and menu based interactive tool are enlarged by  

(i) a facility to compute the first derivative in time,  
(ii) to construct regional and continental sums and weighted averages for regions currently used in energy modelling (the 

IIASA 11 World Energy Scenario Regions used for their studies e.g., in the IPCC context) for aggregated analyses and 
(iii) by the possibility to calculate elasticities on a regional and per country level together with the graphical 

representation of the regression.  

2.4 Work Package C: Analysis and validation of the socio-economic driving factors leading to CO2 emissions from land use changes 
2.4.1 This work package on land use change is considered as a methodological exercise in order to prepare for the main subject 

of the project which is energy economics. 
2.4.2 Being based on first analyses performed until now, the factors driving deforestation in the different regions of the Earth are 

analysed. These factors were preliminarily found to be different in different world regions and were shown to stem from 
changes in patterns of quantity and quality of food consumption, in patterns of global food trade, from changes in use of 
products for other purposes like feed and from differences in agricultural technologies (16: 311ff). Quantification of use of 
land for the production of wood as raw material or for biomass energy completes the agricultural analysis in the strict sense. 

2.4.2 These processes are analysed by establishing the whole chain of food production and supply for the main crop “wheat” (other 
crops are planned for the future) and several types of meat on a per country level. Again, aggregates like the continents or 
eleven world regions with similar economic structure facilitate the identification of the main paths of development. Generally 
speaking, time series for intensity values are established as a basic methodology. 

2.4.3 Among the many possible parameters, those influencing most the relevant changes are filtered out by means of a thorough 
and quantitative per country analysis of trends and correlations. In other words, the most robust trends in economic 
evolution are to be diagnosed based on the per country time series data.  

2.5 Work Package D: Analysis and validation of the socio-economic driving factors leading to CO2 emissions from fossil fuels 
2.5.1 Using the same mathematical and statistical methods as described above in work package C, the global system of energy 

demand and production is to be analysed. Special emphasis is put on structural shifts like efficiency improvements in 
different sectors of the economies (industry, services, transport, ...) or shifts in the energy carriers employed (from coal to 
gas, to renewables like biomass or solar energy, etc., see 16: 301). The close linkage enabled by the interdisciplinary structure 
of the Global Change Data Base will allow analyses together with economic variables like sectorial Gross Domestic Products 
but also demographic and social factors. A demand side-oriented viewpoint is chosen. 

2.5.2 The energy economics share of this work package consists of quantitatively analysing the Global Change Data Base 
GCDB with its some 2000 sets of variables, where each set of variable consists mostly of time series (20 to 30 years times 
130 countries, 11 world regions and 7 continents) with the analytical tool developed in work package B. The general 
architecture of this analysis is determined by the causal chain “economic activity - demand of final energy - demand of 
primary energy - CO2 emissions”, formally by the equity of intensity variables: 

CO2 = (CO2 / Ep) × (Ep / Ef) × (Ef / GNP) × (GNP / capita) × Population 

where: CO2—level of CO2 emissions, Ep—demand for primary energy (for a specific energy carrier), Ef—demand for final 
energy (for a specific energy carrier), GNP—gross national product (in a specific economic sector). 
This tautology is quantitatively established for 130 countries and for the energy carriers and economic sectors permitted by 
the GCDB mainly for the years 1971 to 1991. 

2.5.3 The techno-socio-economic share of this work package consists of quantitatively evaluating the most striking driving forces 
in the energy system and hence impacts on the CO2 emission levels mainly by correlation analyses. Such driving forces 
could be described by selected proxy variables from the fields of economy, education, development aid, social structure, etc. 
The interplay of both social variables and social variables with ones from energy economics is to be analysed.  
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2.5.4 The picture of ongoing structural changes in the global energy system generated by the analyses in the above paragraphs is 
validated, compared with literature e.g., in the IPCC framework (second order draft of special report on emission 
scenarios: 71) and in the EEA framework (task force on emission projection). Emphasis is put on the CO2 emission aspect 
with regard to the global necessity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

2.6 Work Package E: Exploitation of results: conditions for designing CO2 abatement strategies  
2.6.1 The main interest of the project is to find out which types of development can be awaited in the future and to which degree 

these possible developments by themselves already either hinder or help to achieve global CO2 reduction targets.  
2.6.2 Based on such insights to be gained from Work Packages C and D, the measures and instruments for preventing from global 

change could possibly be better targeted into areas which seem most promising to achieve practical CO2 mitigation. It is 
taken into account that (i) the shifts in global distribution (e.g., in energy carriers or food composition) - in other terms the 
present relative shares and the present increase rates - may be subject to considerable change throughout the next decades 
and (ii) the importance of the single subsectors of economy is likely to change considerably during the time span relevant 
for global warming.  

2.6.3 Therefore an analysis regarding the likely future relative importance of domains for CO2 abatement (e.g., increase in meat 
share of nutrition and subsequent pressure on additional land use demand; energy use by traffic vs. households, ...) shall be 
carried out. The existence of likely saturation effects (e.g., the mere quantity of food) in many cases prevents a simple trend 
projection to be a good description of future developments. In this light, one main interest in designing future CO2 abatement 
policies lies apparently in knowing about structural changes in our CO2 emitting systems. Moreover, new technologies are 
likely to appear at a rate of diffusion specific to each of them. 

2.6.4 The quantitative information prepared in the preceding work packages is used for finding out the most contributing factors 
to growth in CO2 emissions in each of the world regions. Such type of information constitutes one of the main results of the 
present project.  

2.7 Work Package F: Exploitation of results for designing CO2 emission scenarios 
2.7.1 This work package generates CO2 emission scenarios which are able to drive also other assessments or - more specifically - 

global carbon cycle models in use. It uses the most contributing trends and ongoing structural changes in order to produce 
per country data for land use changes, energy consumption and related CO2 emissions.  

2.7.2 The analyses performed in the steps described above propose the structure of scenarios which cover the human impact on 
the global carbon cycle by anthropogenic CO2 emissions and which could constitute therefore an element for scenario runs 
of GCMs in general. In a sense, the present project could therefore also constitute the techno-socio-economic contribution 
to the current models on the global carbon cycle.  

2.8 Work Package G: Conclusions 
2.8.1 Current hypotheses in the climate protection business might be tested on a global and quantitative level, such as the 

possible share contributed to a solution by:  
 efficiency improvement and energy intensity improvements in different sectors 
 fuel switch, e.g., to renewables. 
 Global trends supporting or not the effectiveness of emissions trading on a global scale. 
Based on “dynamics-as-usual developments” also a contribution to the evaluation of reduction potentials (= difference 
between scenarios with and without measures) could be given. 

2.8.2 As a concrete case study that makes use of the main impacts on the development of a CO2 emission path filtered out by the present 
project, the Austrian project NAMEA (National Accounts Matrix Including Environmental Accounts, see [83,84]) could provide 
more detailed and official data material for the generation of national Austrian scenarios. 

2.8.1 The single work packages have been defined in a way that they could be dealt with roughly one after another. Figure A6 
gives an overview. 
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Figure A6. Tentative schedule for the work packages and their interrelationship. 

3 BENEFITS 

3.1 The proposed project contributes to the global CO2 mitigation policy by enhancing the information needed for the design 
and implementation of CO2 abatement measures. It helps to focus on most effective reduction instruments and could give 
information on equity issues on a global scale by quantitatively addressing driving forces for emissions. For over 2000 
parameters there will be time series for 30 years with graphics and possibilities for correlation. A per country differentiation 
down to the scale of over 150 single states permits an easy insight into driving forces from energy, land use, population, 
nutrition, economy, human development and other relevant data. It is suggested to view different groups of countries as 
precursors of characteristic paths of techno-socio-economic evolution at different stages [115]. 

3.2 In technical, natural, social and political sciences the anthropogenic greenhouse effect has gained its fixed place. A thorough 
interdisciplinary, quantitative and global analysis covers with a new approach the areas environment, energy, economy (E3) 
and land use. It identifies areas in which developments are likely to arise that can impede the success of CO2 abatement 
measures. Special emphasis is put on structural changes (between energy carriers, food types, economic sectors, global trade 
patterns, ...) that cannot be described by single variables but that need a voluminous and interdisciplinary database like the 
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planned one (roughly 1 Gigabyte of Excel files). In an analogue way, areas are identified that by their intrinsic dynamics of 
development that are likely to promise to bring about some CO2 reduction effects (like efficiency improvements).  

3.3 It is the task of the proposed project to enhance clarity on these items (megatrends, evolution, etc.) not only in a qualitative 
or even speculative way but as quantitatively as possible in order to render practically feasible a path into a sustainable 
future. Correlation between any of the roughly 2000 data sets in time series will be easily feasible on a modern PC. 

3.4 As a result of the so-called “flexible instruments” decided upon during the Kyoto Conference each nation will be bound to 
deliver sound emission projections that are likely to serve as baselines for the evaluation of reduction measures. Also, 
therefore a clearer view of the techno-socio-economic forces driving CO2 emissions will be of common interest, keeping in 
mind that (i) fossil energy carriers make up for the main share of CO2 emissions and (ii) energy related emissions make up 
for the most important part of CO2 emissions. 

Notes 

1. The symbolism of “sailing across an ocean” is introduced hereby: The Atlantic Ocean cannot be traversed by paddling, 
therefore change the strategy when passing by the Channel Islands and reconstruct the boat into a sailing boat! This is symbolic 
for “discern global long-term trends and make use of them – this is what “surfing” means in the symbolic context of this article. 

2. As an initial observation see the Austria Environment Minister’s claim [160] that despite a rise of 5.9% in CO2 emissions, the 
Kyoto target (of 13% reduction) until 2008-12 would be still reachable, from his then perception (which did not come true, as 
I say, due to lack of effort). In fact, the author has been accused of mentioning the correct CO2 emissions data to a journalist 
back then even if these data were factually correct, and still are. Such incident diminished the author’s trust in the functioning 
of public administration in his home country. 

3. As was perceived since 1990s and thus, sets of WEM and WAM scenarios are required within the UNFCCC process, meaning 
scenarios with and without (additional) measures. 

4. This supposition regarding climate protection unexpected came true in another area, namely for quality improvement of water 
bodies as required by the EU Water Framework Directive, which is an object lesson for foresight in environmental care. 

5. actually, a methodical necessity is a certain homelessness in relation to an “own” specialist discipline. In fact, often in science, 
other disciplines are disregarded by specialists in one discipline (the author has a plethora of such experiences). Thus, a trans-
disciplinary approach means a waiver of disregard from the side of these professional communities. 

6. although cross-country studies are identified as valuable tools [161] (p. 151), thus one pillar for here. 
7. called the “Jiu-Jitsu” principle by Ossimitz ([113] p. 41): “Make use of the forces already prevalent in a system and direct 

them in a way useful for you”. The same approach is called “surfing” global change (or: surfing on global change trends) by 
the author [104] (p. 268). 

8. [162] (p. 550), [163] (p. 1531). 
9. e.g., technology [164], societal structure [165], market [166], institutions [167], etc. 
10. that do not share the “god game” approach of built-in historic wisdom based on algorithms [168]. 
11. E.g. in [148]. 
12. A considerable advantage of the proposed methodology – if combined with the concept of “path of development” (e.g. along 

rising GDP/cap) – consists of the ability of the methodology to overcome the principal restriction of reliability of projections 
to (following a rule of thumb) ½ of the period for which data exist. If ever the arrays of data for all countries were positioned 
near to a common path (which is the very criterion to be checked), the basis of expansion into a likely future path stretches 
over “states from very poor to very rich” which is a substantially larger information basis than “states during some decades”. 
Another advantage is that the 1st and 2nd derivatives of data series can be expected to exclude a number of flaws negatively 
affecting statistical analysability. 

13. Issues available as e-journals, among which are: Journal of Economic Literature, Quarterly Journal of Economics, American 
Economic Review, Ecological Economics, Econometrica, Economic Policy, Economic Geography, Economy and Society, 
Energy, Energy Economics, Journal of Financial Economics, Journal of Political Economy, NBER Macroeconomic Annals, 
Social Indicators Research. 

14. This “formula” has been used widely, among others by IIASA, IPCC reports, e.g. [169,170]. 
15. Aggregations are possible into continents or the 11 regions of the IIASA global models (used e.g. for IPCC). 
16. The UN statistics provide 9 sectors: Agriculture, Mining, Manufacturing, Electricity, Construction, Trade, Transport, Finance, 

Services. 
17. Social constructivism is the (didactic) basis for “SurfingGlobalChange” [171] (p. 36), [172]. 
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